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In February 2019, we published our first Sustainability Report. We 

identified areas where we can UP our game and bring more energy and 

passion to improving our sustainability practices. 

This 2019 Supplement goes one step further, measuring our three-year 

progress in greenhouse gas emissions, energy and water consumption, 

waste disposal and recycling, plus a current snapshot of our workplace 

diversity. With these metrics, we can make decisions about key focus 

areas that will drive the next phase of our sustainability journey in an 

informed and smart way.

The environmental data reported in this supplement includes all of ITT’s primary 

manufacturing sites across the globe, with the exception of three recent acquisitions, 

Wolverine Advanced Materials, Axtone and Rheinhütte Pumpen group, which are currently 

in the midst of their scheduled integration plans.
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2016 2017 2018

Water Consumed 

Thousand gallons of water

Indexed Water Consumed 

Thousand gallons of water per hours worked

Water Indexed Water

2016

114,143

94,437
96,437

0.0062

0.0050
0.0051

2017 2018

Sustainability ITT
Water Consumption
Compared to other industries, ITT does not consume large volumes of 

water. For that reason, we can best realize significant reductions by 

focusing our efforts on projects at high-volume water-use sites. One such 

project was finding and fixing leaking pipes at a high water-use site, 

which contributed to the improvement from 2016-2017.

Conversely, increases in production can raise water consumption as we 

saw from 2017 to 2018. To moderate water use, we are now installing 

innovative water treatment applications that will allow us to reuse 

water longer at our pump test facilities and avoid frequent draining and 

refilling of pump test tanks. 
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2016

2016

0.00081

2017

2017

0.00085

2018

2018

0.0007

Recycled Material 

Metric tons of recycled material

Waste to Landfill 

Metric tons of landfilled waste

Recycled Material 

Metric tons of recycled material per hours worked

Indexed Waste to Landfill 

Metric tons of waste to landfill per hours worked

Recycled Material

Waste to landfill

Indexed Recycled Material

Indexed Waste to Landfill

2016

2016

6,304

14,874

7,856

15,909

7,869

12,818

0.00034

0.00042 0.0004

2017

2017

2018

2018

Sustainability ITT
Waste Disposal and 
Recycling
ITT is sending less waste to landfills due in large part to our sites’ 

greater exploration and use of opportunities in the recycling market, 

most notably in our brake pad manufacturing locations. After a slight 

increase in waste to landfill from 2016 to 2017, ITT achieved a more 

than 15 percent decrease in the following year. That correlates with 

the increase in recycled material at ITT during the past three years.
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GHG Generated 

Metric tons of GHG per year

GHG Generated 

Metric tons of GHG per hours worked

GHG Direct

GHG Indirect*

Indexed GHG Direct

Indexed GHG Indirect*

2016 2016

14,847 0.00081 0.000861 0.0009

82,659

0.00452

16,158

90,170

0.004804

17,293

93,881

0.004969

2017 20172018 2018

Sustainability ITT
GHG Generation
In the past three years, our direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions rose 

primarily as a result of increased manufacturing production and our 

indirect GHG emissions (primarily, energy consumption) rose primarily as 

a result of increased manufacturing automation. 

ITT maintains state-of-the-art controls, such as activated carbon filters 

and regenerative thermal oxidizers, to reduce our direct and indirect GHG 

emissions. From 2017-2018 we were able to slow the rate of increase 

by 50 percent. We will continue to pursue ways to decrease emissions 

of these gases, including looking into alternative sources of energy and 

implementing energy-saving solutions.

* Primarily energy consumption
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Energy Used 

Megawatt-hours

Energy Used 

Megawatt-hours per hours worked

Energy Direct

Energy Indirect

Indexed Energy Direct

Indexed Energy Indirect

2016

72,763

211,785

79,228

229,125

84,802

245,677

2017 2018 2016

0.0037 0.0037
0.0045

0.0108 0.0108

0.0130

2017 2018

Sustainability ITT
Energy Consumption
Production increases and increased factory automation at several 

major ITT plants between 2017 and 2018 contributed to a 17 percent 

increase in megawatt-hours per hours worked. This followed a zero 

percent increase the year before, and exceeded our 7 percent annual 

increase from 2016 to 2018 on an absolute basis. To reverse this 

recent trend, ITT is exploring ways to diversify our energy supply to 

renewable sources and increase the implementation of energy-saving 

solutions such as more efficient lighting and HVAC components.
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Workplace Diversity
At ITT we aspire to be a company recognized for valuing and leveraging 

the differences that make each of us unique, and we are focused on 

demonstrating our commitment to Diversity & Inclusion through our 

actions. We want an environment where all ITTers are able to fully engage 

and achieve their potential, and freely share ideas to guide us towards 

more innovative thinking and better business decisions and solutions.

To achieve these outcomes, and aligned with our view of Diversity & 

Inclusion as a critical business priority, in March 2019 ITT developed 

baseline metrics to measure our progress in this vital undertaking.

Global Diversity

Global Employment by Age

(As of March 30, 2019)
Total 

Global

Number  

of Women

Percentage  

of Women

U.S. 

Total

Number of 

Minorities 

(U.S.)

Percentage 

of Minorities 

(U.S.)

Board of Directors 13 4 31% 12 3 25%

Executive Leadership 9 2 22.2% 7 1 14.3%

Executives 99 14 14.1% 69 9 13.0%

Managers 1,007 192 19.1% 384 52 13.5%

All Other Employees 9,011 2,862 31.8% 2,612 666 25.6%

All Employees 10,126 3,070 30.3% 3,072 728 23.7%

(As of March 30, 2019)
Number

Under 30

Percentage 

of Under 30

Number 

30-49

Percentage 

of 30-49

Number 

50 and Over

Percentage 

50 and Over

Board of Directors 0 0.0% 2 15% 11 85%

Executive Leadership 0 0.0% 5 55.6% 4 44.4%

Executives 0 0.0% 44 44.4% 55 55.6%

Managers 14 1.4% 619 61.5% 374 37.1%

All Other Employees 1,695 18.8% 4,713 52.3% 2,603 28.9%

All Employees 1,709 16.9% 5,381 53.1% 3,036 30.0%
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We are an 
engineering company.
Our expert engineers, innovators and problem solvers convert unique 

ideas into solutions that solve our customers’ most critical challenges — 

and do it in a sustainable way. We are building a culture where ITTers 

work to solve the issues that matter most to our customers, to our 

people and to the future of our planet. 


